
UNITED COCONUT PLANTERS LIFE ASSURANCE CORPORATION 

CUSTOMER HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE POLICIES 

 

Cocolife Code of Ethics sets out ethical standards and policies that aim to uphold the 

company’s reputation for acting responsibly and with integrity at all times in dealings 

with customers, suppliers, creditors, competitors and the community.  

 

Key Principles of the Cocolife Code of Ethics: 

 

1. Precedence of Company Interests - Cocolifers shall refrain from entering into 

any activity that may prejudice their ability to objectively perform their sworn 

duties and responsibilities, particularly those that pertain to the Company’s 

stakeholders.    

2. Proper Information Protocol - Cocolifers shall be prudent in the disclosure or use 

of company information in the course of their duties.   

3. Compliance to Laws and Regulations - Cocolifers shall uphold the laws, 

regulations and policies imposed by the government and other regulating 

bodies. 

4. Support for Good Internal Governance - Cocolifers shall fully support the vision, 

mission, core values, quality statement, standards, policies, goals and interests 

of the Company.  

5. Excellent Customer Relations - Cocolifers shall provide customers with prompt, 

courteous, reliable and complete services. They shall also strive for continual 

improvement in the proficiency and effectiveness of the services and products 

they deliver.  

6. Harmonious Interpersonal Relationship Cocolifers shall treat their colleagues 

with respect, courtesy, fairness and good faith.  They shall likewise practice 

teamwork and cooperation in all group endeavors.  

7. Appropriate Demeanor- Cocolifers shall conduct themselves in a manner that 

engenders respect and justifies trust in their integrity, competence and devotion 

to duty.   

8. Commendable Personal Life - Cocolifers are enjoined to conduct their personal 

lives commendably so that their good comportment as professionals and as 

members of their respective families and communities will redound to the 

betterment of the company and society as a whole. 

 

 



Cocolife also adheres to the following laws, internal policies, guidelines and procedures 

in its relationship with customers, suppliers and other stakeholders:  

1. Data Privacy Law - The Cocolife Data Privacy Policy is comprehensively 

embodied in the Data Privacy Manual adopted in compliance with Republic Act 

No. 10173 or he Data Privacy Act of 2012 (DPA), its Implementing Rules and 

Regulations, and other relevant policies, including issuances of the National 

Privacy Commission (NPC). Cocolife respects and values data privacy rights and 

makes sure that all personal data collected from policyholders and other clients 

and sales partners, are processed in strict adherence to the general principles of 

transparency, legitimate purpose, and proportionality.  

 

2. Processing of Cash Surrenders, Living Benefits and Policy Loans of 

Policyholders - The policies and procedures for client services are embodied in 

the Quality Manual of ISO 2009-2015, and audited periodically by external 

auditors.  It ensures that clients, as the primary interested parties, are 

consistently accorded efficient and effective services. 

To add, the attainment of the targeted turnaround time is included in the performance 

objectives or Key Results Areas of employees in charge of processing and is used as 

basis for the performance assessment of said assigned employees of Cocolife. 


